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1 Introduction 

1.1 The research problem and why it is interesting 

“The best preventive measure any vessel can take against heavy weather damage is to slow 

down and to alter to a more favourable course”1. That is probably a sentence that most pro-

fessional master mariners would agree to. At the same time, few would doubt that in com-

mercial shipping, time is money.  

 

Under a time charter party the master will be in a very special situation. He or she is the 

ship owner’s representative, but also personally shouldering a responsibility for the safety 

of the vessel, her cargo and crew. At the same time it is instrumental for the charterer to be 

able to order the master to perform the voyages or services that constitutes the very core of 

the commercial rationales that instigated the charterer to enter the contract in the first place.  

 

Traditionally, the master is within a time charter party considered to be supreme when it 

comes to nautical or navigational decisions, whereas the charterer is entitled to give orders 

regarding commercial matters; the employment of the vessel. Nowadays, modern commu-

nication and navigation systems enable the charterers to dictate the master much more in 

detail compared to what was possible when many of the charter parties still in use were 

written and the general access of information, for instance weather reports, has rapidly in-

creased. 

 

At the same time, the law on the matter has traditionally been rather obscure, in general 

terms describing the master’s area of authority as matters concerning “seamanship” and has 

in borderline cases traditionally focused on the “reasonableness” of the master’s decisions.   

 

                                                   

 
1 Swedish Club (2014) at 20.  
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This thesis will be concerned with where the line between navigation and employment is to 

be drawn. The perspective will however, at least as a starting point, be the master’s situa-

tion, faced with a nautical reality and clinched between the various interests of the contrac-

tual parties.  

 

To put it more precisely, the research question to be addressed is: What amount of discre-

tion is the master allowed under a time charter party when it comes to nautical decisions, 

and how is that discretion affected by recent time charter party clauses? 

 

In order to answer that I will have to take a rather broad view on the concept of navigation 

versus employment, and analyse also contractual obligations not traditionally addressed in 

discussions about where to draw the line between navigation and employment.  

 

Such a perspective on the contract law naturally also opens up to reflections regarding the 

effects of the regulation. Hence I will also discuss different hardships that the master might 

face as a consequence of how the charter party is written, and the effects that certain charter 

party clauses might have outside the domains of the contract.  

 

1.2 The methodology, structure and scope 

The Norwegian maritime code regulates time charter parties in chapter 14, part IV. Con-

cerning the interpretation of the Norwegian maritime code, the main tool has in accordance 

with Scandinavian legal tradition been the travaux préparatoires. Since the Scandinavian 

maritime codes are developed by cooperation between the Scandinavian countries, both 

Swedish and Norwegian travaux préparatoires has been used.  

 

The rules in the maritime code are non-mandatory2. Thus the charter parties are of pivotal 

importance. This thesis will analyse a selection of time charter parties with the aim to try to 
                                                   

 
2 See 3.1. below. 
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identify development in time and in correlation with the changing reality that faces the 

master. Thus, bulk charter parties which have been used for a long time, and that later has 

been amended, or published in new versions, are of great interest. Most notably in this cat-

egory is the NYPE form, which came in a new version 2015. Oil tanker charter parties are 

of interest given the importance of the business in Scandinavian shipping and the fact that 

they are traditionally drafted by the oil companies alone. As a contrast, charter parties from 

the highly risk affected off-shore business has been analysed.  

 

All charter parties referred in this thesis are standard documents, often agreed documents. 

In Scandinavian law, standard documents are construed using the traditions for construing 

the statutory law as a role model3. Thus, a starting point when analysing a specific clause 

has been published4 “explanatory notes” and alike. 

 

To understand how the provisions interact with the shipping reality, both Scandinavian and 

English case law has been considered.  

 

Time charter parties are international in their nature. All charter parties that have been con-

sidered in this thesis are written in English, and English law is often stated as default back-

ground law5. It is for this reason alone suitable to consider English case law when analys-

ing time charter parties.  

 

 English case law may be a relevant source of law also when the charter party has been 

amended to refer to Norwegian or other Scandinavian jurisdictions.6 A contract that is writ-

                                                   

 
3 Falkanger (1997) at 300. 
4 The accessability of  commentaries, travaux préparatoires etc to standard documents is of great importance 

in order to give them legal effect. Therefore only official explanatory notes easily accessible on the BIMCO 

website has been used.  See Falkanger (1997) at 291. 
5 See for instance BALTIME 1939 clause 22, SHELLTIME 4 clause 41, SUPPLYTIME 89 clause 31. 
6 See Arica (1983) at. 309 
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ten in English and designed to work under English law, but that is made subject to Scandi-

navian law, is as a starting point to be construed in accordance with Scandinavian contract 

law traditions.7 The Scandinavian tradition of complementing the contract with provisions 

from the background law will therefore possibly affect the interpretation of a contract not-

withstanding that it might be written with an English tradition, which does not offer the 

same possibilities, in mind.8  However, a significant feature in Scandinavian contract law 

tradition is that considerable weight is put at parties’ expectations when the contract was 

concluded. The fact that the parties has used a contract originally written for English law 

may have the effect that it must be concluded that parties expected the clauses to have the 

same effect as they would  have had under English law, and thus resulting in giving the 

particular clause the “English” meaning also under Scandinavian law.9  

 

The last reason for considering English judgements is of a more practical nature. The fact 

that many charter parties stipulate English law as the default choice has resulted in a great 

number of easy accessible and relevant English judgements. This alone makes it interesting 

to consider English case law.  This thesis is however limited to English and Scandinavian 

case law, and will not consider American or other common law cases.   

 

2 Time charters 

2.1 Main features in time charter parties 

A time charter party10 is a contract in which the ship owner makes a certain ship available 

to the charterer for a certain period of time. Revenue to the ship owner is earned on the 

basis of the period of time that the ship has been available to the charterer. The time charter 

                                                   

 
7 Selvig (1986) at 3. 
8 Selvig (1986) at 10  
9 See the Arica, NJA 1954 s 573 (ND -1954 – 749) and Selvig (1986) at 6.  
10 Swedish/Norwegian tidscerteparti, German zeitcharter, French affrètement à temps 
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party thus contrasts to voyage charter parties, which focuses on the cargo and under which 

the revenue is earned on basis of the specified amount of cargo carried on a specific voy-

age.11  

 

Consequently, the main contractual obligations of the ship owner under a voyage charter 

party is to make the ship available to the charterer, and the main contractual obligation of 

the charterer is to pay freight accordingly, i.e. based on the number of days that the ship has 

been available to him or her.12 

 

The history of the time charter party dates back a long time ago, but the popularity of this 

contract form increased in the beginning of the twentieth century, possibly as a result of the 

increased predictability of voyages at sea that was brought about by the steam ships.13 Not 

surprisingly, two of the contracts we still see a lot of today, the Baltime and the New York 

produce exchange (NYPE) date back to 1909 and 1913, respectively.14   

 

The very essence of a time charter-party is, of course, that a manned, equipped and in all 

aspects “trade ready” ship is, for a certain period of time, made available by the ship owner 

to the charterer, for the charterer to make use of the ship in whatever way that may seem 

advantageous to him.15 There is however certain limitations in the charterers right to the 

ship under a time charter. A time charter is not a lease and the charterer does not acquire 

any property rights in the ship.  Rather, the charterer is given, subject to contractual limita-

tions16, a right to make use of the commercial possibilities that the ship offers.17 In the Hill 

                                                   

 
11 Coghlin et. al. (2014) at 2. 
12 Woll (2012) at 20.  
13 Michelet (1997) at 2. 
14 Unctad (1990) at 8. 
15 Coghlin et. al. (2014) at 1, Falkanger (2011) at 417 and Østergaard (2009) at 213. 
16 E.g geographical limitations,or limitations with regard to the type of cargo allowed. 
17 Coghlin et.al. (2014) at 2. 
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Harmony, Lord Hobhouse explained that under a time charter, the owner, in return for the 

payment of hire “…transfers the right to exploit the earning capacity to the time charterer”. 
18  

2.1.1 Division of duties and allocation of costs under a time charter party 

As indicated above19 the charterer and the ship owner will to a certain extent divide the 

duties connected to the running of a ship between them. Generally, the charterer will have 

to bear the voyage specific costs whereas it is the ship owner who will have to carry fixed 

costs.20 

 

In the maritime code21  this division of responsibilities is expressed in i.a. §§ 372, 380,  

384, 387,  and 392.  

 

In practical terms the ship owner will, as a starting point, be responsible for, and pay for 

costs relating to maintenance of the ship22, crew wages23, insurances, and capital costs and 

alike24.  The ship owner must in other words make sure that the ship is in all aspects sea-

worthy.25 It is not enough that the ship is seaworthy from a strictly nautical perspective, but 

it must also be “legally fit for service”. The ship owner must therefore make sure that all 

necessary certificates etc. are in place.26 

 

                                                   

 
18 The Hill Harmony (2001) at 156.  
19 2.1 
20 Falkanger (2010) at 433.  
21 The Norwegian Maritime Code, nor. Sjøloven  
22 The Norwegian Maritime Code § 384 
23 The Norwegian Maritime Code § 372 
24 Falkanger (2010) at 432. 
25 The Norwegian Maritime Code § 372. 
26 Coghlin et. al. (2014) at 240 
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The charterers general responsibilities are in the Maritime Code described as “shall meet all 

the expenses for the performing of voyages that shall not, according to the provisions of 

this chapter, be met by the time carrier”.27In practical terms the time charterer will be re-

sponsible for and bear the costs of for instance bunkers28, pilotage, harbour and fairway 

fees and tugs.  

 

2.2 Nautical/ commercial control 

As pointed out above29, the essence of a time charter party is that the earning capacity of 

the ship is made available to the time charterer.  For the charterer to be able to make such 

use of the vessel, the charterer must have a right of disposal of the vessel. In the Maritime 

Code such a right is expressed in § 378, which stipulates that the “carrier shall perform 

voyages ordered by the time charterer in accordance with the chartering agreement.” In 

time charter parties, the corresponding clauses would normally stipulate that the time char-

terer is to give orders regarding the employment of the vessel.30  

 

However, as pointed out above31, the time charterer’s right to the vessel is not absolute, but 

will be limited to matters of employment and the commercial side of the maritime endeav-

our. Indeed, the responsibility for tasks related to the nautical management and operation 

remain with the ship owner.32 To some extent that limitation is evident already from the 

wording, with the word “employment” indicating that the charterer’s authority is somewhat 

limited to commercial matters. Although “employment” may be interpreted as to include a 

wide range of decisions all needed for the ship to be able to perform commercially and thus 

appearing to include both navigational and commercial authority, the wording must be in-
                                                   

 
27 The Norwegian maritime Code § 387. 
28 The Norwegian Maritime Code § 380 
29 2.1 
30 See e.g Baltime 1939 clause 9, NYPE 1946 clause 8 and NYPE  93 clause  clause 8 
31 Under 2.1  
32 See 2.1.1 above. 
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terpreted restrictively33. There seem to be no ambiguity in the neither Scandinavian nor 

English legal literature that the charterer’s authority in principle does not include nautical 

decisions.34 

 

Therefore, as Justice Staughton said in Erechthion35 “It is well settled that the orders which 

a charterer is entitled to give, and an owner bound to obey, are orders as to the employment 

of the vessel. They do not include orders as to navigation, which remains in the control of 

the owner through his master – at any rate in the absence of special and unusual terms.”  

 

Also Scandinavian case law affirms the master’s navigational control. The Norwegian arbi-

tration award Hakefjord from 1951 concerned an overly cautious master who refused to 

sail, blaming adverse weather conditions, despite the fact that the weather was rather mod-

erate.   The arbitrator, Sjur Brækhus, writes that “In a time charter relationship the master 

must, within certain limits, be supreme regarding decisions of a nautical nature. If he finds 

that the ship should lay idle and wait for better weather, that must be decisive, even if it 

would be possible to sail, and even if most masters would have sailed under similar cir-

cumstances.”36 

 

With the charterer having the commercial authority over the vessel and the owner having 

the navigational authority over the vessel, naturally the commercial risks will reside with 

charter and the navigational risk will reside with the owner.37 It is the charterer who will 

have to carry the loss of e.g. decreasing spot market rates during the charter period, where-

as it is the owner who will have to take up relevant marine insurances covering e.g  risks 

                                                   

 
33 Falkanger (2010) at 431. 
34 See e.g. Ibid, Coghlin 2014 at 335, Woll (2012) at 22, and Wilson (2008) at 107. 
35 The Erechthion at 185, also referred by Lord Bingham in Hill Harmony at 152. 
36 Hakefjord  (1952) at 448. My translation.  
37Michelet (1997) at 144. See also Lord Hobhouse in  Hill Harmony at 156.  
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such as the ship running aground due to heavy weather, a technical failure or a mistake on 

behalf of the officer on watch.  

 

It is therefore appropriate to conclude that it is the charterer who has the Commercial con-

trol of the vessel, whereas the owner has the nautical/ navigational control.   

 

If it is clear that the owner has the nautical control, and charterer the commercial control, 

the real question is how to define the two. 

 

 An unlimited right for the master to make any decision, any time, as long as he or she mo-

tivates the decision with some sort navigational concern would without doubt endanger the 

charterer’s commercial rationale for entering into the contract. It is, after all, the fact that 

the vessel proceeds, from A to B, with the cargo and according to orders that is the core of 

the charterer’s interest. Thus, there must be some sort of limit to the master’s discretionary 

right. In the Hakefjord, Brækhus concludes that the ship owner, when invoking the weather 

conditions as a defence for delaying departure, must have a somewhat reasonable ground 

for doing so.38  Brækhus bases his conclusion on the assumption that the charterer must 

have some sort of protection against complete discretion or excessive apprehension on be-

half of the master.39  

 

2.3 The position of the master 

It is the master who has the highest authority on board40 and it is him or her who gives the 

orders and makes the decisions with regard to the daily operation of the ship41. Thus, for 

                                                   

 
38 Hakefjord at 448. 
39 Hakefjord at 448 
40 Falkanger (2010) at 252. Falkanger writes that the masters status has gradually diminished, partly in 

connection with modern communication abilities.  
41 The masters role has a long standing tradition, see Jensen (1924) at 367. 
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the time charter to be able to make the commercial use of the vessel that is the very point of 

the charter party the charterer will be dependent on the master. Therefore, subject to the 

limitations to matters of employment, the charterer is entitled to order the captain to per-

form the required voyages.42 In the time charter parties the charterers right to give orders is 

normally expressly stated.43 

 

It is obvious that it will be essential for the time charterer that the cooperation with the 

master works efficiently. An obstructing master may very well jeopardize the economic 

rationales of the charter party. It is thus not surprising that most time charter parties has 

some sort of mechanism for dealing with the situation that the time charterer is dissatisfied 

with the master. In most cases the time charterer’s right in those situations is limited to a 

right to request a change of master, with a corresponding obligation for the ship owner to 

investigate the matter and act if it is deemed necessary. 44 

2.3.1 The master’s nautical responsibility 

The master is in a rather special position when his/her vessel is time chartered. As stipulat-

ed in the Maritime Code, the master has to ensure that the ship is seaworthy before a voy-

age commences, and he is to “do everything in his or her power to keep the ship in a sea-

worthy condition”45. But the most significant of the master’s responsibilities in the context 

of time charters is probably the overriding authority and responsibility to ensure the safety 

of the vessel46, and to always ensure that the navigation and management of the ship is per-

                                                   

 
42 Michelet (1997) at 66 
43 See e.g. Baltime 1939, lines 121-123, which states that ”the master shall be under the orders of the 

Charterers as regards employment, agency or other arrangements” 
44 See e.g. Baltime 1939 clause 9, line 131 to 136. The correspondent clause in Shelltime 4 is clause 14, lines 

156-159. The two clauses are similar, but shelltime seems to take a slightly more charter friandly approach.  
45 The Norwegian Maritime Code § 131 
46 See e.g. the ISM Code article 5.2 
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formed in accordance with good seamanship.47   Failure to do so may have penal conse-

quences for the master personally48.    

 

2.3.2 On whose behalf does the master act? 

As seen above49 the master is employed by the ship owner, and it is the ship owner who 

pays the master’s salary. The master also has a personal responsibility for the safe opera-

tion and navigation of the ship. On the other hand, when it comes to the employment of the 

ship, the master is under the Charterers orders.  This raises the question who the master of a 

time chartered vessel represents. 

 

From practical point of view it must be assumed that the charterer and ship owner normally 

would have coinciding interests.  Both would wish for the ship and cargo to safely arrive at 

the intended destination. Despite this, the standpoints might differ. For instance, as pointed 

out by Lord Hobhouse in the Hill Harmony, the owner of a time chartered vessel does not 

normally have any interest in saving time50.  As a starting point the master’s primary re-

sponsibilities vis-à-vis the ship owner are his nautical duties, whereas his duties vis-à-vis 

the charterer are to adhere the instructions regarding the employment. In practice the mas-

ter therefore serve a double role and might find herself in a difficult situation, clinched be-

tween colliding interests.51  

                                                   

 
47 Cf. The Norwegian maritime code § 132 
48 In Norway the penal sanctions for a breach of the masters nautical responsibilities are stipulated in the Ship 

Safety and Security act (Lov 2007-02-16-9) § 60, cf §§ 19, 14, with reference to the Norwegian Maritime 

Code § 132. Such sanctions were until the 1 october 2015 the general Civil Penal Code §418 (Lov 1902-05-

22-10). However, Norway has now enacted a new Penal Code (Lov 2005-05-20-28) which does not deal with 

the masters responsibilities.   In Sweden similar rules are stipulated in the Swedish Maritime Code chapter 20 

§§ 1-2. 
49 See 2.1.1  
50 Hill Harmony at 156. 
51 Ihre (2010) at 108. 
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From a legal point of view there has historically been a debate both under Scandinavian 

law52 and under English law about whom the master actually represents.   

 

Michelet concludes that today the situation under Norwegian law is clear; the master repre-

sents the ship owner.53  Further, he explains the previous discussions as a misperception or 

confusion of representation and the charterer’s right to give orders and instruct.54 

Regarding English law, Michelet concludes that there is a difference between the terms 

servant and agent. The master will always be the ship owner’s servant, but might act as the 

time charterer’s agent. This would be the case when the master performs tasks that accord-

ing to the time charter party rests upon the charterer.55 For the purposes of this thesis, ana-

lysing the effects of the master’s decisions when faced with nautical perils, it is however 

clear that the master will be the owner’s representative under both Scandinavian and Eng-

lish law.  

 

3 Rules placing the line 

3.1 Norwegian maritime code 

§ 378 in the maritime does not only stipulate that the charterer has a right of disposal56, but 

does also lay down certain limitations in the charterer’s right. The first paragraph defines 

                                                   

 
52 See eg. ND 1913.393 at 398, where Morgenstierne expressed the view that the master represents the ship 

owner with regard to everything that relates to the ship itself, hereunder its seaworthiness, but represents the 

charterer regarding everything that has to do with the cargo handling etc.  
53 Michelet (1997) at 70. 
54 However, under scandinavian law the master might represent the charterer  regarding bills of lading, see the 

norwegian maritime code §295 in conjunction with §251. 
55 Michelet (1997) at 70. 
56 See 2.2 above. 
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the area in which the charterer has control as to ordering “voyages”. This right is however 

made subject to possible limitations in the chartering agreement. Further, it is stated that  

§ 372 apply correspondingly. This implies that the owner will be responsible for the 

maintenance and the nautical operation also during the duration of the chartering agree-

ment.57 

 

 The second paragraph stipulates that the ship owner58 is not obliged to follow the charter-

er’s orders if the orders would expose the ship or the persons on board or the cargo to dan-

ger in consequence of war, warlike conditions or ice, or other danger or inconvenience that 

could not reasonably have been foreseen at the time when the contract was concluded.  

 

In the travaux préparatoires to the Norwegian maritime code boycotts from certain coun-

tries or other trade related hindrances are given as examples on such inconveniences,59 

whereas the “other dangers” are not particularly elaborated on. The travaux préparatoires to 

the Swedish maritime code60 are slightly more elaborated, and exemplifies “significant 

inconvenience”61 as a risk that the ship, without facing any immediate risk of physical 

damage, may be trapped by ice, become subject to an embargo, or that some sort of politi-

cal circumstances might cause the ship future boycotts etc. in other countries.62  

The Swedish travaux préparatoires do not elaborate on the possible meaning of “other dan-

ger” either. It does however in the general description of the second paragraph state that 

what the second paragraph does is that it constitutes an exception from the ship owner’s 

responsibilities, and that the exception applies if the ship is threatened by war, dangerous 
                                                   

 
57 NOU 1993:36 at 86 
58 The Norwegian maritime code uses the word ”Carrier” to describe the one who has been letting the ship, 

normally ”The owner” or ”disponent owner” in english terminology.  
59 NOU 1993:36 at 86. 
60 Sw. ”sjölagen”. § 14:58 in the Swedish code is materially identical to § 378 in the Norwegian maritime 

Code. 
61 Sw. «väsentlig olägenhet»      
62 Prop. 1993/94:195 at 313. 
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ice conditions etc. or significant inconvenience. Refusal to follow orders due to more regu-

lar navigational hazards, for instance deviation or reduced speed due to heavy weather or 

congested or narrow channels thus seems to be outside the obvious scope of the paragraph. 

Danger caused by ice is mentioned both in the first part of § 378 second paragraph and in 

the Swedish travaux preparatoires in connection to the second paragraphs and “ significant 

inconvenience”. There is to my knowledge however no support in Scandinavian legal histo-

ry, case law or legal literature for applying §378 second paragraph ex analogia to all other 

types of navigational safety concerns, despite ice being a rather regular navigational hazard 

in Scandinavian waters. 

 

It is evident from the wording of § 378 second paragraph that only dangers or significant 

inconveniences that could not reasonably have been expected can exempt the ship owner 

from his/her contractual obligations. The requirement of unforeseeability is  confirmed in 

the Swedish travaux préparatoires, according to which not even a war that could reasonably 

have been expected when the contract was entered into  falls under the exemption63.  

 

Many typical navigational risks are inherent in all types of maritime endeavours. It is for 

instance not very convincing to claim that no adverse weather was expected. Thus, the re-

quirement of unforeseeablity would most likely render the exemption in §378 second para-

graph inapplicable to ordinary maritime risks such as heavy weather, navigational hazards 

etc. 

 

It does not appear possible to determine any distinctive definition of the limits of neither 

the ship owners navigational control, nor the charterer’s commercial control on the basis of 

§ 378.   Of perhaps greater practical interest in the context of drawing the line between nav-

igation and employment is therefore the fact that §378 is non-mandatory. Freedom of con-

                                                   

 
63 Prop. 1993/94:195 at 313 
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tract presides over this area of law64. Further, as mentioned above, the section explicitly 

defines the ship owners obligation as to  “ .. perform the voyages ordered by the time char-

terer in accordance with the chartering agreement”.  

 

The reason for this quite wide-ranging definition of the charterer’s right of disposal is in 

both Swedish and Norwegian travaux préparatoires explained to be  a consequence of the 

fact that the chartering agreement always will stipulate certain limits to the charterer’s right 

of disposal. Geographical limits and limits with regard to the type of cargo are mentioned 

as common examples65. However, the limitations can be of the most shifting character and 

may be concerned with purely commercial reasons or special navigational risks, such as 

heavy weather.66 It is further pointed out in both the Swedish and Norwegian travaux 

préparatoires that it would not be effective or suitable to more specifically codify the extent 

of the charterer’s right of disposal.67  

 

It is in other words the chartering agreement that to a very large extent determine the scope 

of the charterer’s right of disposal. Consequently, also the owner’s navigational control, 

and thereby the scope of the master’s authority, at least within the context of the charter 

party, will to a large extent be determined by the charter party.   

 

 

                                                   

 
64 See the Norwegian maritime code § 322. Only with regard to a holder of a bill of lading will mandatory 

rules affect a time charter party.  
65 Prop. 1993/94:195 at 313 and NOU 1993:36 at 86 
66 Prop. 1993/94:195 at 313 
67 In Prop. 1993/94:195 at 313 the wide ranging wording and unsuitability of further codification is even 

explicilty explained by the existence such shifting contractual regulations.  
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3.2 Navigational exception 

The importance of the division between navigation and employment is further enhanced by 

the fact that the owners are generally not liable for losses that are consequences of naviga-

tional decisions, even if the master has been somehow at fault.  

 

This navigational faults exception has a long history.  In the 19th century the ship owners 

had managed to exempt themselves from liability for a plethora of different kinds of negli-

gence. As a result of negotiations between ship owners and cargo owners a compromise 

was struck in the form of the 1924 Bills of Lading convention, the “Hague rules”, which 

were later amended with the Visby rules.68   In short, liability under bills of lading was to 

be based on negligence, but the ship owner was not to be liable if the master or crew had 

been negligent in navigating or managing the ship.69  

 

The Bills of lading convention, i.e. the Hague-Visby rules does unsurprisingly only apply 

to responsibility under a Bill of Lading.70  In the Scandinavian maritime codes the naviga-

tional exception is made effective also regarding cargo damage and delay under a time 

charter party.71 However, like the rules regarding the charterers’ right of disposal72, the 

rules regarding cargo damage and delay in time charter parties are non-mandatory.73 

 

It is on the other hand common to include an exception for navigational fault in the charter 

parties, either directly or by reference to the Hague-Visby rules or to national legislation 

that is based on the Hauge-Visby rules, for instance the U.S. COGSA74 75. By NYPE 46 

                                                   

 
68 Falkanger (2010) at 278.  
69 Falkanger (2010) at 278 and The Hague-Visby Rules article IV 2. (a) 
70 The Hague-Visby Rules article I (b) 
71 Norwegian maritime code § 383, in combination with § 276.  
72 See 3.1 above  
73 See the Norwegian maritime code § 322. 
74 United states Carriage of Goods Act, which is incorporated in the NYPE 46 by clause 24. 
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clause 46 the exception rule in the U.S. COGSA is made applicable to all contractual ac-

tivities performed by the owner under the charter, i.e. not only in regard to bills of lading 

and not even exclusively regarding handling, carriage, loading, stowing etc. of the goods.76 

Regarding the nature of the loss the exception is thus not limited to physical loss of, or 

damage to, the cargo. At least not if the reference is made to the U.S. COGSA.77 

 

 

The navigational exception clauses appear in different variations in different charter par-

ties. However, some common features are noteworthy. Firstly, for the owner to be protect-

ed by the exception there must be an error in some aspect of seamanship, as opposed to a 

general failure to comply with contractual duties.78 Secondly, since we are talking about an 

exception clause it shall generally be construed restrictively. Thus, unless the clause explic-

itly mentions negligence, there is no protection against negligent navigation by the master 

or crew.79 The exception clause in NYPE 4680 does not mention negligence, and is thus not 

considered to protect against negligence81 whereas the exception clause in for instance Bal-

time explicitly includes negligence.82 

 

Notwithstanding the difference in scope of the exception clauses in different charter parties, 

the existence of the exception highlights the importance of the division between navigation 

and employment in that the ship owner generally will not be liable for losses due to an error 

made in the navigation. 

 
                                                                                                                                                           

 
75 Coghlin et. al. (2014) at 509.  
76 Coghlin et. al. (2014)  at 510. 
77 Anglo-Saxon Petroleum Co., Ltd.  (1958) at 97.  
78 Coghlin et. al. (2014) at 513 and Hill Harmony at 160.  
79 Coghlin et. al. (2014)  at 513 and The Satya Kailash (1982) at 590 
80 Clause 16 
81 Michelet at 444. The protection in NYPE is however often extended by the reference to COGSA.  
82 Clause 12 
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4 Regulations in the charter parties 

When analysing charter parties in order to determine how the contracts regulates the bal-

ance between navigation and employment, between commercial and nautical control, the 

natural starting point will be the “master” or “employment” clauses, for instance BAL-

TIME 1939 clause 9.  

 

However, concentrating only on the “master clause” will rarely be enough in order to gain 

a correct picture of the scope of the owners nautical control, and thereby the masters con-

tractual authority. As discussed in relation to the maritime code § 378 there will often be 

specific limitations with regard to trading areas and certain cargoes.  But also other clauses, 

which less explicitly concern the charterers’ right of disposal, may in practice limit the 

scope of the owners’ navigational control.  

 

In the Hill Harmony the charterer had ordered the vessel to use the great circle route83 be-

tween Vancouver and Shiogama in Japan. The captain, however, insisted on following the 

rhumb line84. Following the rhumb line would result in the vessel remaining further south 

and thus less exposed to harsh weather conditions.  The charter was on an amended New 

York Produce Exchange form and included the regular stipulation that the master shall be 

under the orders and directions of the charterer as regards employment and agency, that 

                                                   

 
83 A ”great circle” is the closest route between two places. North of the equator using great circle navigation 

result in following a northward arc, as opposed to following a constant compass course, which constitutes a 

”rhumb line”.  See Chefen för marinen (1986) at 24. 
84 Hill Harmony at 147 
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errors of navigation shall be mutually excepted85, and further stipulated the trading area to 

be world-wide subject to   Institute Warranty Limits.86  

 

The case concerned whether such decision was within the master’s navigational authority 

or whether the master’s decision to follow the southern route encroached in the charterers’ 

authority as regards employment. In general terms, the owner argued that decisions as to 

which course to follow between the port of departure and the destination will always be a 

decision as of navigation. Especially so when the master’s decision was based on some 

degree of safety concerns.  Interesting with regard to an analysis of the charter party law on 

the matter is that it becomes apparent that the ship owner very well may accept a certain 

risk on beforehand.  

 

Lord Hobhouse explains that “Another difficulty for the owners’ argument is the fact that 

the owners have already agreed in the charter party what are to be the limits within which 

the charterers can order the vessel to sail, for present purposes the institute Warranty Lim-

its, and have undertaken that, barring unforeseen matters, the vessel will be fit to sail in 

those waters. It is not open to the owners to say that the vessel is not fit to sail from Van-

couver to Japan by the shortest route within IWL”.87 

 

Hobhouse returns to the same kind of reasoning in his conclusions, where he says that “If 

an order is given compliance with which exposes the vessel to a risk which the owners 

have not agreed to bear, the master is entitled to refuse to obey it: indeed, … , in extreme 

situations the master is under an obligation not to obey the order.” 

 

                                                   

 
85 Hill Harmony at 147 
86 Hill Harmony at 153. The ”Institute warranty limits”, drawn up by the Institute of Chartered Underwriters 

in London, are geographical limits within which ships can operate without incurring additional insurance 

premiums. See The Standard Club (2016)  
87 Hill Harmony at 157. 
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The argument that the master’s possibilities to make decisions may be curtailed by general 

risk acceptance in the charter party was subsequently made by the charterers in a 2005 

London arbitration88 award concerning a situation quite similar to the Hill harmony, with 

the main difference that in the arbitration award the vessel actually encountered quite rough 

weather. The arbitration was decided in the charterers favour, although mainly after a dis-

cussion about the reasonableness of the master’s decision. 89  

 

Considering the above arguments on contractual risk acceptance in conjunction with the 

emphasis on contractual regulations of the charterers’ right of disposal that we find in the 

Scandinavian maritime codes and Scandinavian travaux préparatoires it becomes clear that 

one, in order to analyse the contractual regulation of the scope of the navigational control 

and how the individual charter parties affect the possibilities the master has to exercise dis-

cretion in the interest of the safety at sea, must adopt a broad view. All clauses through 

which the owners can be said to accept a certain risk are relevant. Therefore not only the 

obviously relevant “master clause”90 or similar rules laying down the charterers’ right of 

disposal, but also for instance regulations regarding the performance of the vessel under 

certain weather conditions are of interest.  

 

The rules on Off- Hire may in some cases be interesting in order to define the contractual 

obligations. Off-hire clauses does however mainly concern the effects of a breach of con-

                                                   

 
88 London Arbitration 15/05 (20 July 05).  
89Time charter party clauses which establishes that  the owner has agreed to bear certain risks has also been 

discussed in several cases not directly concerned with the master’s safety motivated decisions, see e.g.  

concerning the risk of bottom fouling  The Kitsa (2005) at 439 and, concerning a highly dubious and corrupt 

«iraqi system» for cargo claims, The Island Archon (1974) at 236. 
90 There will usually be a clause with either the heading ”Master”, ”Employment” or ”Performance of 

voyages”  stipulating the charterers’right of disposal. I will in the following use the headings that are used in 

the relevant charter party, and if no such heading is given, or when discussing generally, I will use the term 

”Master clause”. 
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tract, which is outside the main focus of this thesis, but still important for illustrational pur-

poses.   

 

The navigational exception clauses are important since without it the charterers would still 

have a chance to hold the owner liable if it could be held that the master had been somehow 

at fault in the navigational decisions, thus limiting the significance of the division between 

navigation and employment.    

 

To get a picture of how prone the master in practice will be to autonomously act in the in-

terest of safety, not only possible economic consequences for the owner are of interest. 

Naturally, it will also be interesting to consider what rights the charterer has to act against a 

master whose decisions they are dissatisfied with.  

 

Although rules regarding trading area and allowed or forbidden cargo certainly are of inter-

est for defining the contractual obligations91  such rules are often to be specified in the in-

dividual contracts92 and are often very straight forward, why they are not further analysed 

below.  

   

In the analysis below, the starting point is naturally the “master clause”. However, since the 

performance clauses lays down contractual obligations that in practical terms concerns de-

cisions and choices when faced with different weather situations and thus strikes in the 

very centre of what would traditionally be regarded as “seamanship”, performance clauses 

are put in focus. In order to get a more complete picture of the contractual reality in which 

the master operates, the consequences of the master’s decisions must be considered. Thus, 

some links to the off hire clauses are made, in addition to navigational exception clauses, 

and clauses giving the charterer a right to demand a replacement of the master are present-

                                                   

 
91 See the Hill Harmony at 157, as presented above.  
92For instance . insertered in Box 17 in the BALTIME form. Another example is NYPE 93 clause 5. 
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ed. Those from the outset disparate clauses together provide the big picture of what discre-

tion the master is allowed with regard to nautical decisions.  

 

In order to obtain a better picture of how the charter parties interact with the nautical reality 

at large, a selection of widely used charter parties representing different branches of the 

shipping industry and different times are examined.  

 

4.1 The charter parties 

 Baltime is the classic dry bulk charter party developed by BIMCO93 and the NYPE forms 

are, according to ASBA94, the most widely used time charter party in the dry cargo seg-

ment. Those charter parties will therefore serve as a starting point.  In order to get a more 

complete picture, NYPE and BALTIME will be compared and contrasted to charter parties 

from different sectors of the shipping industry and different times, with SHELLTIME 4 

serving as the main representative for the important oil tanker segment.   

 

4.1.1 BALTIME 1939 (as revised 2001) 

The basic rule stipulating the charterers’ right of disposal is found in clause 9, which reads 

as follows: 

 

 “The master shall prosecute all voyages with the utmost despatch and shall render custom-

ary assistance with the Vessel’s crew. The master shall be under the orders of the Charter-

ers as regards employment, agency, or other arrangements. The Charterer shall indemnify 

the Owners against all consequences or liabilities arising from the Master, Officers or 

                                                   

 
93 BIMCO – the Baltic and International Maritime Council, based in Copenhagen is the worlds largest ship 

owner organisation, with 2,200 members globally. BIMCO’s core objective is to develop standard contracts 

and clauses. See BIMCO website;  about BIMCO.  
94 Association of Ship Brokers and Agents  
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Agents signing Bills of Lading or other documents or otherwise complying with such or-

ders, as well as from any irregularity in the Vessel s papers or for overcarrying goods. The 

Owners shall not be responsible for shortage, mixture, marks, nor for number of pieces or 

packages, nor for damage to or claims on cargo caused by bad stowage or otherwise. If the 

charterers have reason to be dissatisfied with the conduct of the master or any officer, the 

Owners, on receiving particulars of the complaint, promptly to investigate the matter, and, 

if necessary and practicable, to make a change in  the appointment”    

 

The clause is conspicuously extensive and contains numerous different rules. Of primary 

interest are of course the first two sentences. However, there it merely stipulates the basic 

rules of the obligation to prosecute voyages with utmost despatch and the charterers’ con-

trol with regard to employment of the vessel95. 

 

Also the rule giving the charterer a right to complain about the master is found in clause 9. 

Notably, the owner is only obliged to make a change in the appointments if they on the 

basis of the charterers’ complaints and their own investigation find such changes necessary 

and practicable.  

 

In Baltime the performance is regulated already in the preamble of the contract96. The ship 

is to be capable to perform the indicated speed fully loaded in good weather and smooth 

water.97 The description above is far from clear. It does not specify what capable refers to, 

if it is merely a speed that the ship can reach at some sort of special occasions or if it is a 

speed that the ship actually can keep for a longer period in time.98  

 

                                                   

 
95 Lines 121 to 123 in the original layout. 
96 Lines 10-12. 
97  Corresponding wording is used in GENTIME, but box 5 in the “box-layout”,  which reads:“speed capabil-

ity in knots (about)” . 
98 Michelet ( 1997) at 31. For a discussion about the effect of ”capable of” clauses, see 3.4.2 below. 
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Off-hire is regulated in clause 11. 11(A), which lists a number of occurrences which leads 

to off-hire, e.g. deficiency of men and different technical failures. All which are clearly 

within the owners operational responsibilities.  Of greater interest with regard to possible 

scope for navigational control is  11 (B) which states that  in the event of the vessel being 

driven into port or to anchorage through stress of weather, any detention or expenses result-

ing from such detention shall be for the Charterers account even if  the delay or expenses 

were caused by negligence of the owners servants. 99 

 

The exception clause100 in BALTIME is considered to be unusually wide101. It basically 

places all responsibility for damage to, or delay of, the cargo on the charterer102. Regarding 

“delay in delivery of the vessel, delay during the currency of the Charter and for loss or 

damage to goods onboard…” the owners are only liable if the loss was due to personal acts 

or omission by the owners.103 Regarding damage caused by the neglect of the master and 

crew, the clause states that the owners shall not be liable “in any other case nor for damage 

or delay whatsoever and howsoever caused even if caused by neglect and default of their 

servants”.104  

 

In English case law there has been some discrepancy as to the scope of clause 12. It has 

been held that lines 170 to 173 refers back to the previous sentence105, only covering the 

types of losses and delays stated there and that for instance general financial losses thus are 

                                                   

 
99 Gentime (clause 9 b) and NYPE (in NYPE 93 clause 17) also excludes deviation caused by stress of 

weather from the off hire situations, but does not exclude delay or costs caused by the crews negligence. 

Further,  in GENTIME also failure, refusal and inability of the master, officers or crew are specifically men-

tioned. 
100 Clause 12. 
101 Coghlin et. al. (2014) At 515.  
102 Michelet (1997) at 409.  
103 Clause 12,linses 163 to 170.  
104 Clause 12, lines 170 to 173.  
105 Clause 12 lines 163 to 170. 
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not covered.106 However, and perhaps more important for the purpose of analysing the ef-

fects of the masters navigational decisions it is clear from the  Appolonius107 that the excep-

tion for delay is rather wide, including delay under the contract in general,  at least delay 

caused by the engineers intentionally slow steaming due to some apprehension of a tech-

nical art.108  

 

 

 

4.1.2  The New York Produce Exchange Forms (NYPE 46, NYPE 93 and NYPE 

15) 

 

The NYPE was originally published 1913, and has then been amended 1921, 1031, 1946, 

1981, 1993 and, now 2015.  The 1946 version is still commonly used.109  

 

This development over time provides a great opportunity to compare the scope of the navi-

gational control in charter parties from different times. Since the 1946 version is still in use 

is it useful to have a look at that, along with the two latest editions.  

 

The “master clause” clause in NYPE 46 corresponds in its essential part to that in BAL-

TIME, and reads in its essential parts as follows: 110 

 

“That the captain shall prosecute his voyages with the outmost despatch and shall render all 

customary assistance with the ship’s crew and boats. The captain (although appointed by 
                                                   

 
106 Coughlin et. al. at 515 and the TFL Prosperity.   
107 The Appolonius was on a BALTIME charter party, but the second part of the exception clause was deleted. 

See the Appolonius (1978) at 60. 
108 The Appolonius at 65 and 56. 
109  NYPE 2015 Explanatory notes (2015) at 3.  
110 Clause 8. 
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the owners), shall be under orders and directions of the Charterers as regards to employ-

ment and agency …” 

 

Notably, save some modernisation to the language, the corresponding clauses in NYPE 93 

and NYPE 2015 are more or less identical to NYPE 46.111 The only difference is that 

NYPE 2015 provides an opportunity for slow steaming.112 

 

The performance of the vessel is regulated in the preamble of NYPE 46, which, like BAL-

TIME, states capable of and good weather. In the preamble of NYPE 93 the wording is 

similar, but with the difference that specific wind force is to be filled in. NYPE 15 differs 

in that it, in clause 12 (a) stipulates that the vessel shall be capable of the indicated speed 

on all sea passages with wind up to and including 4 Beufort and sea state of  3 on the 

Douglas scale. Periods with decreased speed due to safety concerns or while navigating in 

in narrow waters or assisting in distress situations are excluded from the performance situa-

tions.  

 

Clause 12 in NYPE 15 also stipulates in paragraph (b) that the master shall be obliged to 

follow weather routing services provided by the charterer. The obligation ceases if the safe-

ty of the vessel would be compromised by following the weather routing. 113 

 

The three versions includes materially identical rules regarding the possible replacement of 

the master114, which is also very similar to BALTIME, but with the difference that it is 

enough if removal is necessary for the owner to be obliged to replace the master. The ex-

ception in BALTIME for when replacement is not practicable is not to be found in  

                                                   

 
111 Perhaps no coincidence, the ”master clause” in NYPE 93 and NYPE 15 are also numbered 8.  
112 NYPE 2015 Explanatory notes (2015) at 8. 
113 As to weather routing, see also GENTIME  clause 15 (k), which is different in that it states that the master 

has no obligation to follow weather routing information provided by the charterer. 
114 NYPE 46 clause 9 NYPE 93 8b and NYPE 2015 clause 8 b. 
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NYPE.115 

 

 

The exception clause exempts the owners from responsibility for error in navigation, and is 

materially identical in the three versions.116   

 

4.1.3 GENTIME 

GENTIME was initially intended to replace BALTIME and NYPE117. GENTIME is in-

tended to be a truly balanced contract, which is why BIMCO advises against any changes 

in the standard clauses of the contract, since that would risk to change the contractual bal-

ance.118 

 

The “master clause”119 is very similar to the ones in the NYPE forms, with the difference 

that it emphasises that the master has a right to disregard the charterers’ orders if the orders 

compromise either the safety of the vessel or the protection of the environment.120 GEN-

TIME is therefore slightly more explicit regarding the master’s right to refuse to follow 

orders which concern navigational or nautical aspects.  

 

Clause 19 is the general exception clause in GENTIME, dealing with all other claims but 

cargo claims.121 It is quite straight forward and exempts the owners from all responsibility 

                                                   

 
115 Similar provisions are found in GENTIME clause 15 (e) 
116 NYPE 46 clause16, NYPE 93 clause 21, NYPE 2015 clause 21. For a further discussion about the scope of 

the NYPE exception clause and the relationship to the clause paramount, see 3.2 above.  
117 Michelet (1997) at. 3 
118 BIMCO, Explanatory notes to GENTIME, at general observations. 
119 Clause 12. 
120 BIMCO, Explanatary notes to GENTIME, at clause 12. In the clause this is done by reference to an IMO 

resolution (A443 [XI]). 
121 BIMCO, Explanatory notes to GENTIME, at clause 19.  
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for neglect or fault by the master or other servants in the navigation or management of the 

ship.122 It thus corresponds to the Hague-Visby rules.123 

 

4.1.4 SHELLTIME 4 

SHELLTIME 4 is not an agreed document but developed by the oil company Shell. Most 

major oil companies have developed their own charter parties. There are many reasons for 

this, but most relevant for the understanding of the contract is the circumstance that Shell, 

and  other major oil companies, are powerful to negotiate contracts that suits their inter-

ests.124 SHELLTIME is despite this considered to be unusually balanced for a time charter 

party developed by an oil company.125  

 

The “masters clause” in SHELLTIME is more or less identical to GENTIME and NYPE, 

lines 142 to 143 in SHELLTIME stipulating that “The master  (although appointed by the 

owners) shall be under the orders and direction of the charterers as regards employment of 

the vessel, agency and other arrangements.” Regarding the more specific description of the 

master’s obligations SHELLTIME 4 has a different layout compared to the dry bulk charter 

parties presented above and we find the obligation to carry out the voyages with outmost 

despatch in clause 2. 126 The regulation does however appear to materially the same.  

 

One main difference compared to the dry bulk charter parties is to be found in the perfor-

mance clause127.  In contrast to the capable of stipulations in BALTIME, GENTIME and 

NYPE forms does SHELLTIME operate with a guaranteed average speed. The speed is to 

be calculated on all voyages and from pilot station to pilot station.  Apart from periods 
                                                   

 
122 Clause 19 lines 649 to 652.  
123 BIMCO, Explanatory notes to GENTIME, at clause 19 
124 Michelet (1997) at 3.  
125 Michelet (1997) at 3. 
126 INTERTANKTIME has a similar layout, see e.g. INTERTANKTIME clause 13. 
127 Clause 24 
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when the vessel is off-hire there are only two exceptions, i) when reduced speed is neces-

sary for safety in congested waters or poor visibility and ii) any days when the wind force 

has exceeded 8 Beufort  for  more than 12 hours.  If the vessel fails to maintain the average 

speed there will be a reduction of hire, either calculated at a yearly average128 or, if due to 

for instance breach of orders or neglect on behalf of the master, via the off hire clause.129 

SHELLTIME 4 operates with specified speeds for when the ship is in ballast and when it is 

fully laden130 and includes detailed rules about how the speed is to be calculated. The per-

formance clause is generally very technical and does not leave much room for adaption to 

specific situation, but seems to attempt to cover all cases of speed deficit.  

 

The off-hire clause is generally considered to be relatively charter friendly131. In addition to 

traditional off hire situations is breach of orders or neglect of duty explicitly stated as to 

give rise to an off hire situation132.  

 

The exception clause except the owner from liability for negligence in navigation or man-

agement of the vessel133 and incorporates the Hague -Visby rules in regards to cargo dam-

age134.  The scope of the exception clause is however limited by the off-hire clause.135  

 

Regarding complaints about the master, SHELLTIME seems to have a slightly more char-

ter friendly regulation compared to for instance BALTIME and NYPE. It is according to 

                                                   

 
128 Clause 24( b) 
129 Clause 21 (b) 
130 Lines 310-311 
131 Michelet (1997) at 336. 
132 Clause 21. See corresponding clause in INTERTANKTIME clause 5. 
133 Clause 27 (a) 
134 Clause 27 (c) (iii).  
135 Clause 27 (d) 
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SHELLTIME clause 14 enough if the complaints are “well founded” for the owner to be 

obliged to make a change in the appointments. 136 

 

4.1.5 INTERTANKTIME 80 

INTERTANKTIME is a tanker time charter developed by the tanker owner association 

Intertanko137.  

 

It resembles the SHELLTIME 4 to a great extent, most notably it contains an “average 

speed” performance clause similarly to SHELLTIME, with the difference that the wind 

force limit in INTERTANKTIME is set to 7 Beufort for 6 hours, and that all voyages less 

than 12 hours are excluded.138 

4.1.6 BP TIME 3 

BP TIME 3 is BP Shipping’s139 Time charter party, but it is developed in association with 

BIMCO. BP TIME 3 is relatively new, first published in 2001, and it was intended to be 

innovative and bring something different from the charter parties traditionally used in the 

tanker segment140. It is further intended to be a truly balanced charter party, and it has, as 

explained in the explanatory notes “been negotiated and developed between two main 

players in the shipping industry, one being the world’s second largest oil company ant the 

other being the world’s largest shipowner’s association”.  Given this approach of innova-

                                                   

 
136 See corresponding clauses in SUPPLYTIME 89 clause 6c, WINDTIME clause 9b, INTERTANKTIME 

clause 12 and BP TIME 3 clause 10.4. 
137 International Association of Independent Tanker Owners 
138 Clause 23. There is another exception for the situation when the vessel has lain in port for more than 30 

days during a 60 day period, but that has to do with the need for cleaning and re painting due to fouling of the 

bottom and will hardly affect anynavigational decisions. 
139 BP Shipping is a subsidiary to  British Petroleum. As of end 2015 BP Shipping had 109 tankers on time 

charter. See BP Shipping, Our fleet. 
140 BIMCO, Explanatory notes to BP TIME 3, in the introduction. 
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tion it is without doubt interesting to investigate how BP TIME 3 addresses the demarca-

tion between navigation and employment.  

 

The “Master clause”in BP TIME 3 is in its essential part materially identical to what we 

find in the charter parties described above.141 However, BP TIME emphasises the master’s 

obligation to operate the vessel according to good seamanship, and makes a reference to the 

safety rules laid down in ISGOTT142.  Further, it contains a contractual obligation to adhere 

to regulations and recommendations as to traffic separation and routing issued by the flag 

state, state where the management is exercised or, issued by “responsible organisations or 

regulatory authorities”.  

 

The performance clause in BP TIME 3 operates with an obligation to perform all voyages 

with the indicated service speed143, together with a warranty that the vessel will be capable 

of said speed throughout the charter period144. The warranty applies up to and including a 

wind force of 5 Beufort.  A failure to maintain the indicated speed does of course lead to a 

deduction of hire; however, in contrast to the tanker charter parties discussed above the 

charterers’ compensation is based on loss of capability, and not on the vessels average per-

formance over time.145  

 

In general BP TIME 3 clause 18 is far less detailed and technical compared to the tanker 

time charter parties previously discussed. To write the performance clause in a less detailed 

manner and focus rather on the underlying principles is apparently a result of a conscious 

                                                   

 
141 Clause 10.1 
142 International Safety Guide for Oil Tankers and Terminals 
143 Clause 18.1 
144 Clause 18.4 
145 Clause 18. 2 last sentence and BIMCO, Explanatory notes to BP TIME 3 clause 18 
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decision, based on the conclusion that the more detailed and exhaustive approach in for 

instance SHELL TIME 4 does not lead to fewer disputes.146  

 

4.1.7 SUPPLYTIME 2005 and SUPPLYTIME 89 

The SUPPLITIME is BIMCO’s standard time charter for offshore service vessels. The 

right of disposal, or ”master clause” is found in clause 7 (d) in the 2005 version, which is 

identical to clause 6 (d) in the 89 version. SUPPLYTIME’s master clause does however 

contrast starkly to all described above, in that it puts a much larger emphasis on the mas-

ter’s operational/navigational responsibility: 

 

"The entire operation, navigation, and management of the Vessel shall be in the exclusive 

control and command of the Owners, their Master, Officers and Crew. The Vessel will be 

operated and the services hereunder will be rendered as requested by the Charterers, subject 

always to the exclusive right of the Owners or the Master of the Vessel to determine 

whether operation of the Vessel may be safely undertaken. In the performance of the Char-

ter Party, the Owners are deemed to be an independent contractor, the Charterers being 

concerned only with the results of the services performed”147 

 

It should be especially noted that the master and owner are given an exclusive right to de-

termine whether an ordered operation can be safely undertaken, and that the charterers shall 

be concerned only with the result of the provided services. Thus, under SUPPLYTIME, the 

charterers will have no right to order the master how to perform the voyages or other tasks.  

 

Performance and speed is regulated in clause 3 by reference to ANNEX “A”. There is a 

stated service and maximum speed, however subject to “good weather”.  SUPPLYTIME 

                                                   

 
146BIMCO, Explanatory notes to BP TIME 3 clause 18 
147 See corresponding clause in WINDTIME clause 8 (d) 
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does not use any” average speed” warranties or similar, but simply states a maximum and 

service speed and corresponding bunker consumptions.148  

 

4.1.8 WINDTIME 

WINDTIME was developed by BIMCO with a start in 2010. The aim was to cater for the 

off shore wind industry, who until then had relied upon amended standard forms written for 

the oil and gas sector. The scope of WINDTIME is limited to covering vessels used for 

transports to and from offshore wind farm installations.149 WINDTIME is to a large extent 

based on SUPPLYTIME150, and also shows great similarity, even with regard to the “mas-

ter clause” which is identical to that in SUPPLYTIME.  

 

The one difference regarding the masters authority is that in WINDTIME the master is also 

given a right to refuse to carry any person places on board by the charterer, if he/she is dis-

satisfied with their conduct151. The master’s right is this aspect is motivated by safety rea-

sons, since inappropriate behaviour could very easily compromise the safety of the ves-

sel.152 

 

5 Development in time 

5.1 The “Master clause” 

In some of the charter parties discussed above it has been possible to study revisions  and 

amendments over time, i.e. the NYPE forms and the SUPPLYTIME and, to some extent, 

                                                   

 
148 A corresponding solution is used in WINDTIME, ANNEX ”A” 2 and clause 4. 
149 BIMCO explanatory notes to WINDTIME, at 1 
150 BIMCO, explanatory notes to WINDTIME, at 2 
151 Clause 9 (a) 
152 BIMCO, explanatory notes to WINDTIME, at 7.  
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GENTIME.153 Notably, it seems clear that the contractual regulation of the general division 

between navigation and employment seems to have remained unchanged during a very 

long time in the discussed charter parties. The “master clause” is basically identical in the 

three different NYPE charter parties, with the only significant difference being that the 

latest version opens up for slow steaming, something that, firstly, is made subject to the 

charterers orders and secondly, presumably is driven more by environmental and economic 

concerns than by for instance the changed situation that increased communication ability 

has brought about. Regarding SUPPLYTIME the picture is the same, with the “master 

clause” being identical in the 2005 and 89 versions.154  

 

5.2 Routing  

The obligation to follow routing recommendations from a weather routing service chosen 

by the charterer155 is a notable new feature to NYPE 15, which does not appear in previous 

versions of NYPE.156 Planning the more specific execution of a voyage taking the present 

weather conditions into account is doubtlessly within the very core of traditional naviga-

tional competence. Subject to for instance the obligation to prosecute the voyages with 

outmost despatch weather routing would therefore appear to be a matter of navigation.  An 

obligation to adhere to certain weather routing would thus,  notwithstanding the masters 

explicit possibility to refuse to follow the recommended route for reasons of safety of the 

vessel or its cargo, decrease the array of choices which would otherwise logically be con-

sidered to be matters of navigation and thus within the masters authority.  

 

The clause does however appear to be consistent with the decision in Hill Harmony. In the 

Hill Harmony Lord Hobhouse says that one cannot conclude that all matters of routing are 

                                                   

 
153 See 4.1.3 above  
154 SUPPLYTIME 2005 clause 7 (d) and SUPPLYTIME 89 Clause  6 (d)  
155 See  4.1.2 above and NYPE 2015 clause 12 (b). 
156 Routing is mentioned in GENTIME, see 4.1.3 above. 
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matters of navigation but that the master remains responsible for safety of the vessel, her 

cargo and crew. 157 The charterer is in other words entitled to give routing orders to the 

master, subject to superseding safety considerations and possible express terms of the char-

ter party. 158 

Indeed, also explanatory notes to NYPE 15 makes a reference to the Hill Harmony, stating 

the consistency to be that the master has the right to deviate from the recommended route 

for reasons of safety, while otherwise being under an obligation to follow the suggested 

routing.159 

 

However, in the Hill Harmony the case was decided after a thorough analysis of the factual 

circumstances and it was emphasised that the master did not have any rational justification 

for what he did.160 Further, the northern route was the shortest and quickest, and there was 

no evidence that it was not the usual route. Therefore, it was found that the charterers by 

ordering the vessel to take the northern route required only what in any event would have 

been the contractual obligation of the owners.161  

 

Since the decision in Hill Harmony was based on the lack of rational justification, and 

since the judges points out that the result would have been the same notwithstanding the 

charterers explicit order, it can probably not be concluded from the case that the master, 

save when excepted for safety reasons, always would be under the obligation to follow a 

routing prescribed by the charterers. The conclusion that not all decisions about routing are 

matters of navigation is certainly not synonymous to that of all orders with regard to 

weather routing being outside the scope of navigation, or being matters of employment.  

 

                                                   

 
157 Hill Harmony at 160. 
158 Lacey, The Hill Harmony Case at 1. See also Scrutton et. al. (2008) at 326. 
159 ASBA, Explanatory notes to NYPE 15 at 14. 
160 Hill Harmony at 157. 
161 Hill Harmony at 158. 
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It is easy to envisage a situation far from as clear cut as the Hill Harmony case, even with-

out discussing safety concerns. The most obvious situation is of course that the specific 

weather routing service might be wrong, and that another route for that reason could prove 

to be the quickest and most economical. But also the specific characteristics of the vessel 

may complicate matters, a heavy laden vessel with strong machinery and a large propeller 

may for instance not be as hampered by headwinds as the average vessel, and vice versa, 

and the master might have specific local knowledge about sea state and currents which are 

not taken into consideration by the weather routers.  

 

Since the master according to clause 12 (b) NYPE 15 always has to follow the prescribed 

weather routing, subject to safety concerns but notwithstanding other possible navigational 

considerations, NYPE 15 lays down a more rigid regulation compared to previous versions 

of NYPE. Although the result, in the light of Hill Harmony often would be similar also 

without clause 12 (b), NYPE 15 leaves the master less leeway to independently judge the 

nautical practicalities that the vessel encounters.162  

 

6 Differences between different areas of shipping 

6.1 “master clause” 

As shown above, there are only minor variations in the master clause in the dry bulk and 

tank charter parties. GENTIME and BP TIME 3 are perhaps slightly more specific com-

pared to the others, but neither the explicit right to disregard orders for different safety and 

environmental reasons in GENTIME, nor the emphasis on good seamanship in BP TIME 

obviously shifts the balance between navigation and employment.  

 

                                                   

 
162 See further discussion under 5 below.  
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A key difference can however be observed between the supply charter parties and the oth-

ers.. As shown above163,in SUPPLYTIME and WINDTIME the obligation to adhere to the 

charterers’ orders is made subject to an exclusive right of the Owners or the master of the 

vessel to determine whether the operation can be safely undertaken.  Such an exclusive 

right to determine whether a requested operation can be safely undertaken clearly contrasts 

with the discussions and conclusions in both Hakefjord164 and Hill Harmony. In both cases 

the owner tried to argue that the decision to follow another route, or to remain in port, was 

based on safety considerations, but the courts decided that the situation was indeed safe, 

notwithstanding the master’s opposite claim.  Since the owners lost the above cases, one 

must conclude that under NYPE or BALTIME the master does not have an exclusive right 

to determine whether an operation can be safely undertaken. The master normally has an 

absolute and more or less exclusive right to refuse to follow orders when the situation is not 

safe, but that is not equivalent to an exclusive right to determine whether the situation is 

safe or not.  

 

This stronger emphasis on the master’s nautical judgement is interesting in connection to 

the risk environment in which supply vessels operates. They normally operate in connec-

tion to oil-platforms or offshore windmill installations, the operations are advanced and 

great risks are involved. In connection to especially oil platforms, accidents could have 

disastrous consequences, far greater than what could emanate from the vessel itself. Con-

ceivably those greater risks has created an economic reality around the contract that neces-

sitates a contract that favours safety before performance.   

 

                                                   

 
163 4.1.7 and 4.1.8 
164 Hakefjord at eg. 452 and 453 
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6.2 The Performance clause 

As shown above165 the ship owner may accept a certain risk when entering into the charter-

ing agreement. In the Hill Harmony that accepted risk concerned the trading area, which 

was agreed to be world-wide, within Institute Warranty Limits. As Lord Hobhouse ex-

plained, it was not open to the owners to say that the ship was not fit to use the shortest 

route between Vancouver and Japan, since it was within the Institute Warranty Limits.  

 

An undertaking from the owner that the vessel shall maintain a certain speed in certain 

conditions could have a similar legal effect. The owner must then be said to have accepted 

the risk connected with keeping the indicated speed in the indicated conditions. If the con-

tract stipulates that the vessel shall keep an average speed of 15 knots in all conditions less 

than 40 knots of wind166 then it must be concluded that the owner has accepted the risk 

connected with proceeding with 15 knots in 39 knots of wind and that it would not be open 

to the owners, or master, to say that the ship is only fit to proceed with for instance 10 

knots in such conditions.  

 

Performance clauses therefore inevitably relates to the question of navigational control in 

that they, depending on how they are formulated, may limit the array of possible choices 

which the master would otherwise have for coping with the conditions the vessel encoun-

ters. 

 

As we have seen above there are quite a few differences regarding the description of per-

formance. To start with the big picture, we must have a look the difference between the 

“average speed clauses” and the “capable of” clauses.  

 

                                                   

 
165  See 4. above. 
166 8 Beuforts equals approximately 40-45 knots of wind speed 
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6.2.1 The difference between “Capable of” and “Average speed” - clauses 

 

All dry bulk charter parties above, i.e. BALTIME, the different NYPE- forms and GEN-

TIME  describes the owners obligation in regard to performance in terms of the vessel be-

ing “capable of”, in some variations. The wet bulk, or oil tanker charter parties, i.e. 

SHELLTIME 4, BPTIME 3 and  INTERTANKTIME  on the other hand predominantly 

uses some sort of  “average speed” construction. The odd one out is BP time which stipu-

lates an average speed, but in which the compensation to the charterer is based on speed 

capability, and not on actual performance167. In the supply charter parties service and max-

imum speeds are simply stated, with corresponding bunker consumptions.  Given the lack 

of explicit average speed obligations or similar the performance regulation in the supply 

charter parties, they must be deemed to have same effect as the “capable of” clauses in the  

dry bulk charter parties. 

 

“Average speed” clauses are concerned with the actual achieved speed during each voyage, 

i.e. not only a capability168. The obligation to keep the indicated average speed is rather 

strict; it applies “come hell or high water” as Michelet expresses it.169  For instance, the 

average speed clause in SHELLTIME 4170 is, as we have seen, quite detailed. It stipulates 

that all voyages during a yearly period are to be taken into account, and that the speed shall 

be calculated on the basis of the observed distance from pilot station to pilot station. There 

is in other words no doubt that an average speed clause such as SHELLTIME 4 clause 24 

applies to the ships activities and masters decision’s during the duration of the contract. 

Thus, the reasoning above, that a performance clause may very well affect the scope of the 

navigational control, applies to average speed clauses such as the one found in 

SHELLTIME 4 and similar.    

                                                   

 
167 BIMCO, Explanatory notes to BP TIME 3, clause 18. 
168 Ihre (2010) at 91. 
169 Michelet (1997) at 40.  
170 SHELLTIME 4 clause 24. 
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From the outset it appears as if the “capability” applies only when the contract is entered 

into, or at the start of the charter period, but not during the duration of the contract171. If so, 

all “capability clauses” would lack relevance for deciding the scope of the navigational 

control since such control obviously must be executed during the contract time.  Thus, only 

average speed clauses would be relevant for deciding the scope of the navigational control.  

A brief examination of the case law on the matter does however complicate the picture. 

 

In Scandinavian case law, records of actual performance during the charter period has been 

taken into account when deciding whether a vessel chartered under a charter party with a 

“capable of” clause was contractual or not.172 Michelet seems to explain the relevance of 

the performance after the point in time when the contract was entered into as mainly a mat-

ter of evidence.173  

 

Under English law there have been extensive discussions on whether a “capable of” war-

ranty applies only at the date of the charter party, i.e. the date when the contract was en-

tered into, or whether it applies at the date of delivery of the vessel. This was an important 

question in the Appolonius174. Justice Mocatta held that “It seems to be clear that the whole 

purpose of the description of the vessel containing a speed warranty is that when the vessel 

enters on her service, she will be capable of the speed in question,...” He further based his 

conclusion on commercial considerations, concluding that such considerations require the 

description to be applicable to the date of delivery.175 It therefore may seem as if under 

English law it is the date of delivery that is the latest possible point in time when the rec-

                                                   

 
171 Østergaard (2009) at 216. See also Michelet (1997) at 33. 
172 See for instance ND 1949. 312 Braila and ND 1952. 299 Lynæs 
173 Michelet at 34. 
174 The Appolonius at 61 
175 The Appolonius at 64. 
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orded speed would be of any relevance176. However, also in the Appolonius recorded speed 

during the chartering period, and even after the relevant charter period, was taken as evi-

dence.177  It seems obvious that one must agree with Justice Mocatta in that it would make 

no sense if the speed warranty did not apply on the date of delivery178. It can however also 

be concluded that under both English and Scandinavian law speed records during the dura-

tion of the charter serves, in the absence of some overriding factor, as evidence for what 

performance the vessel was capable of at the delivery.  

 

While records of the performance under the charter period certainly is of relevance for 

deeming the appliance to a “capable of” clause under both English and Scandinavian law it 

is must still clearly be a difference between how “capable of” clauses affect the scope of 

the nautical control compared to the “average speed” clauses. Whether performance during 

the contract period is of material significance or merely a matter of evidence would perhaps 

appear to be of hypothetical interest from the perspective of navigational control. Important 

for the master when making his decisions would then mainly be whether the recorded 

speed during the charter period will risk to have contractual consequences or not. But even 

if performance during the charter period is of interest in order to determine if the vessel 

corresponds to the performance warranty on the date if delivery, it is just that, proof on the 

vessels potential capability at that date. Thus, it can, at least in theory, not be of relevance if 

the speed has been reduced during the charter period purely because the master for one 

reason or another chooses to reduce the speed. 

 

In practice the difference is mitigated by the general obligation to perform the voyages with 

utmost despatch. An obligation to perform the voyages with utmost despatch would nor-

                                                   

 
176 Wilson (2008) at 87 writes that the shipowner has not guaranteed the specifications throughout the 

charter.. 
177 The Appolonius at 58. 
178 That conclusion is accepted in english legal literature,see Scrutton et. al. (2008) at 327 and Wilson (2008) 

at 87. 
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mally imply that the vessel shall proceed with the indicated maximum speed179. The “ut-

most despatch” obligation is however not a specified, absolute obligation with regard to the 

indicated speed, but rather an obligation to keep a as high speed as possible, subject to the 

masters responsibility for the safety of the vessel, crew, cargo etc.180 Indeed, in the Pearl C, 

Judge Popplewell based the conclusion that the vessel had not proceed with the outmost 

despatch on the fact that the engines had been run on a lower rpm than maximum181 with-

out the owners being able to explain this slow steaming by any “concerns for the safety of 

the vessel or for meteorological/oceanographic reasons”.182 Thus, despite actual perfor-

mance during the charter period is of relevance also concerning a “capable of” clause, a 

“capable of” clause undoubtedly leaves some leeway with regards to the master’s discre-

tion concerning safety considerations and other nautical concerns. 

 

 

It is thus possible to conclude that there is a difference between on one side the tank charter 

parties, with SHELLTIME 4 as the most obvious example, and on the other side the rest of 

the charter parties discussed above. The average speed clauses of the tank charter parties 

does, by placing a strict obligation to keep a certain speed, risk to narrow the scope of the 

navigational control.  

 

6.2.2 The importance of the wind force limits 

 

SHELLTIME 4 and INTERTANKTIME do, as we have seen, operate with significantly 

higher wind force limits for when the indicated speed is to be achieved. While the dry bulk 

charter parties and supply charter parties all stipulates that the vessel shall be capable of the 

                                                   

 
179 See the Pearl C (2012) at 542 
180 Coghlin et.al. (2014) at 328 
181 Apparently 78- 82 rpm  instead of the maximum 92 rpm, see the Pearl C, at 542 
182 The Pearl C at 542 
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indicated speed in “good weather”, “fair weather” or below 4 Beuforts of wind force, and 

BP TIME 3 stipulates that the speed shall be kept in wind forces not exceeding 5 Buforts, 

SHELLTIME 4 and INTERTANKTIME operates with an obligation the keep the average 

speed if the wind force does not exceed force 8 or force 7, respectively. In addition, as we 

have seen the wind must exceed the indicated wind force for a certain period of time183 for 

that period to be excluded from the average speed calculations.  

 

Force 4 and 5 on the Beufort scale only constitutes moderate to fresh breezes. While mod-

erate breezes very seldom would imply any nautical hazards, the picture changes dramati-

cally when we look at wind forces of 7-8 on the Beufort scale. Beufort force 7 means wind 

speeds of approximately 14-17 m/s, and force 8 means wind speeds of approximately 17-21 

m/s184. Force 8 does in other words constitute a severe gale, something that dependant on 

other factors185 very well might put the master in a situation where he/she will have to 

adapt the original plans to the present conditions in order to preserve safety, for instance 

reduce speed. The passenger ship Estonia which sunk in the Baltic Sea the 28th of Septem-

ber 1994 may serve as an illustration. The wind speed on the time of the accident was 18-

20 m/s,186 and the Swedish, Finnish and Estonian Joint Accident Investigation Commission 

that investigated the accident concluded that the ferry did not reduce speed when the first 

signs of weakness in the bows were observable, but that a decisive reduction of speed 

would have significantly increased the chances of survival.187  

                                                   

 
183 12 hours in SHELLTIME 4and 6 hours in INTERTANKTIME 
184 Met office, Beufort scale. 
185 For instance sea state, which is affected not only by wind force but also by geography, depth and sea bed 

topography, previous wind shifts, current,etc. See Chefen för marinen (1986) at 316ff. and Jensen (1924) at 

329f.   
186 Den gemensamma haverikommissionen (1998), Slutrapport, at 223. 
187 Den gemensamma haverikommissionen (1998), Slutrapport, at 225. 
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6.2.3 Conclusion 

The combination of a rather strict regulation on average speed and a wind force limit which 

is set high enough to include weather which under certain circumstances clearly would de-

mand the master to disregard the average speed obligations in the charter party in order to 

observe his/her general nautical responsibility, clearly curtails the scope of the navigational 

control. This is done by the owner contractually accepting188 the risk of not being able to 

proceed with the indicated speed in wind forces of, for instance, 8 beuforts, thus leaving no 

room for arguments that it for nautical reasons in a specific situation in fact was not safe to 

proceed without slowing down189. Since beufort force 8 very well may, as seen in the Esto-

nia example above, lead to dangerous conditions, a conceivable result of strict performance 

clauses is that the master has no option but to disregard the obligations laid down in the 

charter party, while the ship owner has to carry the economic consequences of the master’s 

decision.  

 

 A regulation that places the economic risk of the master’s safety motivated navigational 

decisions on the ship owner appears rather charterer friendly.  That such a regulation is 

found in SHELLTIME 4, which is developed unanimously by a charterer with presumably 

very high bargaining power, is perhaps not hard to understand190.  Why INTERTANK-

TIME, developed by a ship owner association, has chosen a similar, although to the ship 

owner slightly more lenient, approach is less obvious.  Perhaps the explanation simply is 

that the tanker industry generally appears to be harsher on the ship owner, and that IN-

TERTANKO’s contract must relate to industry standards at large.  

 

                                                   

 
188 See 4 above. 
189 See 6.2 above. 
190 See 4.1.4 above. 
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6.3 General 

With their strict performance clauses and slightly stricter regulations regarding replacement 

of the master, off hire and exceptions the tanker charter parties seems to generally put most 

constrains on the master’s navigational authority.  Notably, some recent development, ex-

emplified with BP TIME 3 provides a different picture. The other side of the spectrum is 

interestingly also found in the oil industry, within the high risk environment of the supply 

vessels.  Possibly, an increased general focus on environmental hazards and thus, in a broad 

sense, increased economic risk in the tanker business will lead to less strict performance 

clauses, like the one seen in BP TIME 3, generally in the tanker segment.  

 

7 A matter of construction of contract? 

As mentioned above, the owner is generally not liable for losses that result from error in the 

navigation or management of the ship.191  

 

Consequently, the owners have for a long time, and in numerous cases argued that the deci-

sions of the master were indeed matters of navigation and that the owners therefore were 

not liable, notwithstanding whether the master was in any way at fault or not. 

 

 An early example is the Renée Hyafill from 1915. The vessel Renée Hyafill was en route 

from the Mediterranean to London with fruit, but the master did not dare to cross the Bis-

cay in typical winter conditions, and remained in A Coruña for 23 days. The owners tried 

to rely on the navigational fault exemption. Lord Justice Swinfen concluded that the delay 

“had nothing to do with the navigation or management of the ship as such”192 

 

In the Hill Harmony the court of appeal concluded that as long as the master acted in good 

faith it did not matter whether he acted reasonably, as long as the reasons for his decisions 
                                                   

 
191 3.2 above. 
192 The Renée Hyafill (1915) at 660. 
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were the safety of the vessel the owners were protected by the navigational fault excep-

tion.193   

 

In the House of Lords, Lord Hobhouse does not accept the arguments by the court of ap-

peal but says that the breach of contract concerned both the obligation to adhere to the 

charterers orders regarding employment and the obligation to perform the voyage with the 

outmost despatch, and that: “as a matter of construction, the exception does not apply to the 

choice not to perform these obligations.” 

 

Lord Hobhouse made a reference to the old  Knutsford v. Tillmanns case, from 1908, which 

concerned interpretation of a bill of lading. The vessel was held up by ice 40 miles from 

Vladivostok. She tried for three days to get through the ice but after that the master decided 

to unload in Nagasaki instead. The owners relied on a term in the bill of lading that if a port 

should be ice blocked or if the master deemed the port unsafe, then the master had the right 

to discharge the cargo at another port. It was, however, concluded that “unsafe” was not to 

be construed as to mean unsafe at the moment, but unsafe for a longer period that would 

involve unusual delay.194 It was held by the judges in the case that this was simply a matter 

of the master breaking the contract, and that it would be “fantastic” to extend the idea of 

navigational fault to a master who forms the wrong legal opinion of a clause in the bill of 

lading and then acts in accordance with that idea.195  

 

In the Pearl C it was considered proven that the vessel had been slow steaming deliberate-

ly.  The owners tried to defend themselves firstly by stating that the performance warranty 

only applied at the time of delivery, and secondly by contending that navigational fault 

defence anyways would protect the owners from any liability.196 Regarding the second ar-

                                                   

 
193  Hill Harmony at 154.  
194 Coghlin et.al.(2014) at 200. 
195 See  Hill Harmony  at 160. 
196 The Pearl C at 534. 
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gument Justice Popplewell referred to the above referred analysis conducted by Lord Hob-

house in the Hill Harmony and concluded that there is a dichotomy between a deliberate 

decision not to proceed with the utmost despatch and negligent errors regarding matters of 

seamanship.197 He concludes that the navigational fault exception applies to the latter but 

not to deliberate decisions not to adhere to the contractual duties. 198 

 

It can thus be concluded that the master cannot rely on the navigational fault exception if 

he or she has, as a matter of fact, misinterpreted the contractual duties. Thus, if the master 

negligently concludes that a certain order from the charterers is an order as to the naviga-

tion of the vessel, but it is later on considered to be an order as to the employment vessel, 

the navigational fault exception does not apply. The owners will only be able to rely on the 

navigational fault exception if the master correctly understood the contractual duties, but 

failed to adhere to them due to lack of seamanship, as opposed to if the master failed to 

understand what the contractual duty actually was.  In other words, this must be understood 

as that if the master of the Hill Harmony had ended up way more south than expected pure-

ly due to inaccurate navigation, although he actually tried to follow the great circle, then 

the exception for navigational fault would be applicable.   

 

The situation when a master is ordered to enter what he or she believes is an ice threatened 

or generally unsafe port is a situation with many similarities to when the vessel is ordered 

to take a certain route or to keep a high speed. Also here is the master clinched between the 

responsibility for the safety of the vessel and the responsibility to perform according to the 

contract and the orders given. The master will always have the opportunity to refuse to fol-

low the orders, but would then have to himself determine his chances to succeed in a possi-

                                                   

 
197 The Pearl C at 544. 
198 In a London Arbitratration 30 march 15 (5/15) at 5  it was concluded that the master had done his best to 

follow the charterers orders and to proceed with despatch but was prevented not by his own decisions but by 

circumstances beyond his control. Thus no breach of the obligation to follow orders or to proceed with utmost 

despatch was found.  
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ble subsequent arbitration on the matter.199 Decisive regarding whether there is a breach of 

contract or not is according to Michelet whether the refusal would be deemed justifiable 

taking into account the risk that the vessel would be exposed to if it proceeded.200   

 

7.1 Rational justification 

Since the masters subjective opinion on whether a decision is a decision as to the naviga-

tion of the ship does not seem to be enough, but the master has to actively construe the con-

tract in order to determine whether his or her decisions will risk to cause the owner liable 

for possible losses, it is vital to identify the basis for the master’s contractual rights.  

 

As we have seen above the general contractual regulation regarding the division between 

navigation and employment is often rather scarce, with the “master clause” in all discussed 

charter parties above except the supply charter parties simply stating that the master has an 

obligation to adhere to orders as to the employment, or similar, and an obligation to per-

form voyages with the utmost despatch.201 Save for when specific situations are regulated 

in detail, as the speed in SHELLTIME 4202, it is therefore highly interesting to determine 

on what basis the contract is to be construed.  

 

As discussed above203 the basic concept is that matters normally falling within the nautical 

expertise of a master mariner are matters of navigation. That encompasses matters of what 

would typically be considered as matters of seamanship.204  There are, of course, cases 

where the discussion has been more plainly about what seamanship actually is, and on the 

basis of that determining what constitutes navigation,  or what typically constitutes em-
                                                   

 
199 Michelet (1997) at 87.  
200 Michelet (1997) at 87. 
201 See for instance Baltime 1939(as revised 2001) clause 9. 
202 SHELLTIME 4, clause 24. See also INTERTANKTIME  80 clause 23. 
203 2.2 
204 Coughlin et. al. (2014) at 343 and The Hill Harmony  at 159.   
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ployment.205 That was the case in the Erechthion,206 where it was decided that orders to 

proceed to a specific anchorage were orders as to employment, but exactly where to an-

chor, and how to manoeuvre in the anchorage, where matters of navigation.207  However, 

for the sake of thesis the interesting situation is that when the master claims to have acted 

in the interest of the safety of the vessel, and thereby disobeying an order or contractual 

duty that devoid of that safety concern would have been considered to be within the scope 

of employment. 

 

In Hill Harmony208 it is emphasised that the master lacked a rational justification for his 

choice to proceed on the rhumb line. In the 15/05 London arbitration it was decided that the 

master, when deciding not to follow weather routing advice but to lay the course further 

south “quite simply … unreasonably made the wrong choice and thus ignored his responsi-

bility …”209 In the Pearl C it is concluded that in order to decide a claim for proceeding to 

slowly it is necessary to apply a test of whether there had been an “unjustifiable decision 

not to proceed as fast as possible”. 210  That test is said to be determined by whether the 

vessel proceeded as fast as it was capable on the particular voyage.211 Given that the arbi-

trators found that there was no notes in the logbook that indicated that the vessel had to be 

slowed down due to stress of weather etcetera or any technical issues, a finding that is ref-

                                                   

 
205 See e.g The Silver constellation (2008) at 455;orders to complete a certain vetting scheme are orders as to 

employment, The Ocean Victory (2013) para 177 and  The Ramon de Larrinaga (1945); the decision when to 

leave a port is a matter of navigation, The khannur (2010) at 629; proceed to or remain in a certain port are 

orders as to employment.    
206 The important part in the Erechthion was a question about causation, but the case serves well as an 

illustration. 
207 The Erechthion (1987) at 185. 
208 Hill Harmony at 148 and 158. 
209 London Arbitration 15/05 (20 July 05). 
210 The Pearl C at 543 
211 The Pearl C at 543 
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erenced by Justice Popplewell in connection to his reasoning about the “test”212  it seems 

clear that to determine how fast a vessel was capable of proceeding on a particular voyage 

one must take typical navigational matters into account.213  

 

In Scandinavian law the argumentation has primarily concerned the reasonableness of the 

masters concerns. That was clearly the line of reasoning in Hakefjord, as referred above.214 

As seen in Michelet’s example above215 regarding refusal to enter ice or unsafe ports, de-

terminative in such cases would be whether the master’s decision would be considered rea-

sonable.  

 

It thus seems like if in borderline cases it is some sort of nautical rationality216, to some 

extent based on the  degree of danger or risk, that tends to be determinative when deciding 

whether the master/owners have breached the contract or not. It is therefore interesting to 

discuss how that rationality is deemed, or what degree of danger it takes for it not to be 

considered a breach of contract217 when the master does not adhere to the charterer’s or-

ders, or decides to slow down.  

7.2 What constitutes a rational justification? 

7.2.1 Concrete circumstances 

 Firstly, it can be concluded that the starting point is an objective analysis of the concrete 

factual circumstances that faced the master when making the decision. In the Pearl C the 

                                                   

 
212 The pearl C at 542 
213 See also Ease faith Ltd. (2006) at. 693 where utmost despatch was defined as requiring the vessel to 

proceed as fast normal navigation permitted qualified with what is reasonable. 
214 2.2  
215 7. 
216 As to navigational rationality, see Scrutton et. al. (2008) at 326. 
217 Or for the possible losses to be covered by the navigational exception clause, see eg. Hill Harmony at 154 

and 160.  
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main point is that there appears to be no nautical reason whatsoever. Rather, the arbitrators 

list what appears to be all different kind of nautical reasons they can think of, and con-

cludes that there was no sign in the logs or elsewhere that any such reasons had ap-

peared218219. In The Hill Harmony it was taken into account that during the relevant period 

some 360 other ships had used the northern, great circle, route220, that the northern route 

was recommended by ocean routes221 and that the evidence of the recommendations of 

Ocean Routes was uncontradicted.222 A similar reasoning is provided in the London Arbi-

tration 15/5223. The reasoning in the Norwegian case Hakefjord is perhaps even clearer. 

There arbitrators analyse each contested voyage separately, taking weather forecasts and 

recordings into account. It is further stated that when a ship owner invoke weather concerns 

they have to provide weather forecasts or recordings that would provide a somewhat rea-

sonable ground for the decision.224 Thus, in order to justify the master’s safety motivated 

decisions it seems like if the owners must provide some sort of objective evidence backing 

the masters concerns.  

 

7.2.2 Bonus pater familias? 

If the starting point is that there must be some real facts supporting the master’s position, 

the reality which faces the master at sea will often demand that decisions are made based 

                                                   

 
218 The Pearl C at 542.  
219 See also Suzuki v. Benyon (1926), where the cause of the slow steaming was concluded to be ”general 

slackness” as opposed to some real navigational concerns.  
220 Hill Harmony at 148. 
221 A ship routing company. 
222 Hill Harmony at 160.  
223 London Arbitration 15/05 (20 July 05). It was taken into account that two other vessels had used the 

northern route at the same time without sustaining damage. One vessel that had been only 19 nautical miles 

away when the master turned south had continued north and thereby saved time. Further, weather reports and 

forecasts were thoroughly investigated.  
224 Hakefjord at 448. 
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on far from comprehensive information. The question is then how large discretion the mas-

ter is allowed when refusing to follow the charterer’s orders. The Houda, concerned a case 

where the charterer’s office had moved from Kuwait to London due to the invasion of Ku-

wait by Iraq. The owners and the master were apprehensive regarding the legal authority of 

the charterers new London office and would thus not follow the orders from there immedi-

ately. The Houda case does without doubt concern a quite specific situation. It does how-

ever seem like if Lord Justice Niell attempts to formulate a general rule for when the mas-

ter may refuse to follow orders when he formulates the test to be: “how would a man of 

reasonable prudence have acted in these circumstances”. That formula could probably 

serve as good starting point, but needs to be qualified.  

 

First of all,  it seems obvious that when discussing typically nautical decisions such as how 

the vessel will cope with possible adverse weather, the “man of reasonable prudence” must 

be read to mean a master of reasonable prudence, taking into account all the specialist 

knowledge that a master must be assumed to have. 

 

Secondly, there are good reasons to allow the master a great level of discretion when mak-

ing decisions that aims to preserve the safety of the vessel. It is, after all, the master who 

must be assumed to be best suited to analyse the effect that, for instance,  weather condi-

tions would have on the vessel since he or she is on-board when the conditions strikes. At 

least in Scandinavian law, the masters need for discretion is often emphasised.225 

 

Another aspect, that has been discussed in a couple of old English cases from the time of 

the  Franco- Prussian wars226, is that the master must be allowed to act on the, often lim-

ited, information that is available to him or her, and that the reasonableness is to be deemed 

on the basis of that information. The cases were referred in The Houda227, where the point 

                                                   

 
225 Michelet  (1997) at 87. See also Hakefjord at 447. 
226 The Teutonia (1872) and the San Roman (1873) 
227 The Houda (1994) at 547.  
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was put forth that in the Teutonia the master had acted on, if not correct, although credible 

information228 and that in the light of credible information that the ship will be exposed to 

peril, the master must be able to take reasonable steps to avoid the danger.  

 

The information may be correct, but of a nature that makes it uncertain whether the risk 

will materialise or not. That was the situation in the Triton Lark. The charterers instructed 

the vessel to proceed via the Suez and Gulf of Aden. The vessel proceeded via Cape of 

Good Hope due to risk of piracy.  It was chartered on a NYPE form including BIMCO’s 

CONWARTIME clause which stated that the vessel was not to be ordered to any place in 

which in the reasonable judgement of the master and/or owners the vessel may be, or is  

likely to be exposed to war risks.229 Justice Teare concluded that it was material that the 

likelihood was “real” in the sense that it was based on evidence rather than speculation, but 

that it was not required that the event was more likely to happen than not.230 

 

Although the reasoning in the Triton Lark predominantly concerned the words “likely to 

be” in the CONWARTIME clause, the reasoning seems to correspond with the cases re-

ferred above, and could serve as an illustration of the considerations that must be taken 

when considering whether  a masters decision was rational.   

 

In summary, it can be concluded that the danger that must be present in order to bring a 

situation that would otherwise have been deemed to be a matter of employment within the 

navigational field does not always have to be objectively established. It must however be 

grave enough for it to be rational and reasonable to act upon it, it must be based on facts as 

opposed to assumptions but the master must be allowed to act upon the information that is 

                                                   

 
228 He had been informed by a pilot in Dunkerque that there was a war between Germany and France. He 

therefore changed course and proceeded to Dover instead. In fact, war was not declared until 3 days later. See 

Cooke et. al.   (2014 ) at 12.12  
229 The Triton Lark (2012) at 151.  
230 The Triton Lark  at 158. 
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available to him or her. Further, the master must be allowed a certain degree of discretion 

when it comes to assessing the information.  

 

The definition above is far from clear, and it would probably be quite hard for a master to 

on beforehand decide whether his or her refusal to follow orders would be accepted or not.  

On the other hand there are some clear requirements.  It is clearly not enough that the mas-

ter claims that the decisions were motivated by concerns for the safety of the vessel231, and 

the motivation must be backed by objective facts. 

 

 

8 Summary and conclusion  

The discretion that the master is allowed under a time charter party when it comes to nauti-

cal decisions clearly varies under different charter parties. In the traditional bulk charter 

parties the scope of the navigational control appears to still be to a large extent undefined, 

and must be determined by analysing the reasonableness of the master’s decisions in each 

specific case. Recent case law seems to provide no generally applicable answer as to exact-

ly where the line between employment and navigation is to be drawn.232  Thus, notwith-

standing that, as presented above233, some general guidelines can be defined, the master 

will often find herself in uncertainty with regard to his actions effects within the owner’s 

and charterer’s contractual relationship.   

 

Although the “master clause” is materially identical in most charter parties there are, in 

practice, some quite radical specifications to be found in the specific charter parties. The 

most obvious example is the average speed clauses, which effectively limits the scope of 

                                                   

 
231As illustrated by the judgement in  Hill Harmony and arbitration award in Hakefjord.  
232 See Coghlin et. al (2014) at 343 where its stated that the facts of Hill Harmony are to extreme to provide a 

general answer.  
233 7.2.2. 
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the navigational control234. The existence of such strict performance clauses leads to the 

conclusion that the rule about navigational control is merely a theoretical starting point, and 

that one, in order to get a proper picture of the actual scope of the master’s navigational 

control must adopt a broad view, taking the entire contract into account.  

 

Clauses which might have similar effect are the weather routing clauses. Although the 

weather routing clause in NYPE 15235 is made subject to safety considerations it stipulates 

that as starting point assessments regarding the weather, which is something that would 

appear to be within the very core of traditional seamanship, are not within the contractual 

scope of navigation. Thus, even if the master may refuse for reasons of safety, such a 

weather routing clause appears to firmly place the risk of that weather assessment being 

wrong on the master and owner236.  

 

There are, however, also opposite examples. As seen above, in the supply charter parties 

examined the very assessment of whether an operation may be safely undertaken is made 

an exclusive right of the owner and master to carry out237. With such a clause a discussion 

about the rationality of the masters decisions would be as irrelevant as it would be under 

the average speed clause in SHELLTIME 4, this time, however, to the master’s and own-

er’s advantage.  

9 Final remarks 

As we have seen, the master will often be in a situation when it is far from clear what the 

contractual effects of his or her actions will be.  Rather the decisions will often be judged 

on a not very well defined scale of reasonableness and the master will have to, in order to 

                                                   

 
234 See 6.2 above. 
235 See 4.1.2 and 5.2. above.  
236 See London Arbitration 15/05 (20 July 05), where a weather routing clause was included.  
237 6.1 above.  
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fulfil the contractual obligations and not cause economic losses for the owners, try to con-

strue the contract in the light of the nautical conditions that the vessel faces.  

 

Modern charter parties seem to a certain degree clarify the masters position. If the master 

commands a ship that operates under one of the supply charter parties analysed above the 

master can feel rather secure that his or her decisions will be unchallenged afterwards.  As 

concluded above, an obligation to follow weather routing advice or an obligation to keep a 

certain average speed also relieves the master from much of the burden to assess whether 

his or her decisions will be deemed reasonable or justifiable. The contractual obligation is 

put rather clear.  

 

Thus, stricter regulation such as the performance clause in SHELLTIME 4 certainly has 

some advantages with regard to foreseeability and clarity.  Questions of navigational con-

cerns about safety at sea, weather conditions etc. becomes a matter of clear contractual risk 

allocation.  Such a regulation does to some degree simplify for the master, who is probably 

rarely qualified to perform the more advanced legal assessments that are the results of a 

more traditional charter party. Perhaps this is the explanation for why INTERTANKTIME 

contains a rather detailed performance clause.  

 

The master will however remain responsible for the safety of the vessel, her crew and car-

go, and the responsibilities under the penal law will of course remain unaltered by the con-

tract entered into by the charterer and owner. Further, and perhaps more important, the 

weather conditions or other surrounding factors effect on the safety of the vessel will of 

course not be altered by a contractual obligation which places the risk for not being able to 

maintain a certain average speed in 8 beuforts of wind, or to follow a certain route on the 

ship owner. Indeed, in Swedish clubs latest report concerning heavy weather damage the 

top three preventive measures recommended for avoiding damage are weather routing to 

avoid adverse weather and decreasing speed and adjusting course to ease the vessels mo-
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tion when being in adverse weather.238    It does not appear farfetched to assume that a reg-

ulation that allocates the risk for matters that under other areas of legislation without doubt 

is the master’s responsibility on the ship owner puts the master under a certain press. Simp-

ly put, a master that frequently makes decisions that makes the ship owner lose money is 

probably not fostering his or her career in a very effective way. That impression is further 

enhanced by the owners’ obligation to, in slightly various degrees in the different charter 

parties, replace a master that the charterer is dissatisfied with. Thus, a master that refuses 

orders that the charterer is entitled to give risks to pay a high personal price for her convic-

tions.  

 

The strict risk allocation in certain charter parties does in other words risk creating a situa-

tion where the safety sea to a considerably large extent depends on the integrity of the mas-

ter. 

 

However, also the development from Hill Harmony and onwards seems to be inclined to-

wards a reasoning about contractual risk allocation239.  Even though the situation is not as 

clear as under the performance clause examples above, the masters will have to carefully 

consider the legal consequences of implementing their professional judgement on safety, 

seldom being able to rely on that their judgement will be respected in court.  

 

Thus, also regarding more traditional charter parties the safety at sea will, in the light of 

recent legal development, depend on the master’s integrity. 240 

 

                                                   

 
238 Swedish club (2014) at 17. 
239 See 4 above.  
240 Captain Philip Anderson did, in Maritime Risk International 01 Jun 0,1 say that many masters would 

interpret the Hill Harmony  as putting them in an ”almost no win situation” and  requsted the help from the 

legal profession to ” create an environment where masters and seafarers can feel comfortable and confident 

that they can report safety problems withot fear of being sued or sacked” 
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Regarding the increased communication possibilities, it is impossible not to make a few 

reflections.  The legal aspect of weather routing and the existence of weather routing claus-

es appears to be, to a large extent, dependent of modern communication equipment. In the 

days when weather routing was mainly a question about following the trade winds and 

glancing at the Admiralty sailing directions, it would not have been very meaningful to 

contractually regulate matters of routing, and even less suitable to allow the charterer any 

say on the matter. However, nowadays it is possible to both plan the detailed routing more 

in detail in advance, and, more importantly, from somewhere else than the bridge of the 

vessel. 

 

Therefore, although the nautical reality that face the master may have become less obscure 

in the light of modern communication abilities, the complexity of the contract law sur-

roundings appear to be as complex as ever. Thus, albeit the master’s status may have di-

minished241, the need for a master of integrity certainly remains.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   

 
241 See note 40 above.  
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